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Announcement of the ÖHome Concerts

Graz, 04.05.2020

The ÖH Concert series is moving into virtual platform. Due to the current lock-home situation we
decided to announce a call for video recordings of living room concerts and performances of our

students in order to encourage their creativity, boost their motivation and give small financial support
during Quarantine times.

We want to upload every friday one video on our new youtube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNP0MrLPO4jNZsNr0jlGoIQ?
Apply now with a video of yours / your project, playing a digital concert! Next to “clicks”, you will get a
compensation, because we don´t want you to play for free, but we want to support you!

Note that we consider applications only with unreleased-unpublished-new video recordings!
Please apply by sending all the necessary material to oeh-organisation@kug.ac.at

Guidelines and eligibility requirements:
1. The compensation is 80€ per KUG student participating in the video.
External musicians receive a compensation of 20€.
A compensation can be paid only once per semester per person – even if participating f.e. in
other videos of colleagues.
2. To apply send us the two documents „ÖHome Concerts Data Privacy“ & „ÖHome Concerts
Application“ via email to oeh-organisation@kug.ac.at
3. For now there is no application deadline.
4. The length of the video should be 20 minutes +/5. The video must consist of:
a) A moderation of the performance: Introduce yourself to the audience, give some
information about the project, tell us titles and details of the pieces you are going to play.
We suggest to spread the moderation/talking time alongside with the music, to do some
small breaks and avoid tiring-long introductions.
b) The performance itself: Artistic freedom. Go for it!
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6. Video link: Due to capacity issues, we kindly ask you to upload (not send) your video on a
platform (like youtube, vimeo, google drive, etc), mark it as private and send us the link. If we
choose your video we will then contact you for uploading it on our youtube channel.
7. The line-up is not defined: Can be Solo, with flatmates, in duos, trios, ensembles
more recordings of various musicians can be put together in a “virtual” ensemble
Please note: Maximum 10 people per video!
Please follow the guidelines regarding your countries Coronavirus restrictions!
8. Stage-venue: Prepare your living room as a stage – put effort in clothes, scenario, lights etc.
These will play a role while choosing applications.
9. Technical aspects: Record audio and video as good as possible according to your means (for
example zoom recordings are better than mobile phone ones)
10. In case of requesting the removal of your video (see „ÖHome Concert Data Privacy“):
If you do request the removal of your video from the YouTube channel of ÖH-KUG within
8 weeks after the publication through ÖH-KUG, we reserve the right to reclaim the full, paid
compensation.
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